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Aqua Lung, the original pioneer of the scuba regulator, brings you the most capable, coveted and advanced line of regulators ever created: This is the new LEG3ND, a masterpiece of engineering, built for all conditions, all depths and all dives.
Introducing the Leg3nd | Leg3nd Regulators - Aqua Lung
Aqua Lung: Industry-Leading Scuba Regulators Aqua Lung has developed diving regulators built for new and experienced divers, as well as for a range of diving conditions. Our premier and iconic line of Legend regulators feature an overbalanced diaphragm designed to provide excellent breathing performance.
Legend Supreme - Aqua Lung Global - Personal Aquatic ...
The revolutionary LEGEND MBS scuba diving regulator features a combination of venturi effect and inhalation effort adjustments. Aqua Lung's Master Breathing System will adapt for all depths, conditions, and dives.
Scuba Diving Regulator | LEG3ND MBS - Aqua Lung
AquaLung’s Legend series has been around for many years, first appearing in the line-up back in 2002, with a Mark II version in 2012. Each time new technologies were introduced into the regulators, which always scored highly in our challenging group tests.
WORLD EXCLUSIVE REVIEW: AquaLung Leg3nd Regulator Series ...
Aqua Lung's premier and iconic line of Legend regulators feature an overbalanced diaphragm designed to provide excellent breathing performance. The Leg3nd range features premium engineering, with such features as Aqua Lungs, unique Auto-Closure Device (ACD) and the revolutionary Master Breathing System (MBS) for simple breathing comfort control.
Aqua Lung Leg3nd MBS Regulator - LeisurePro
Get the best deals on Aqua Lung Scuba Regulators when you shop the largest online selection at eBay.com. Free shipping on many items ... Aqua Lung Legend. $600.00. $14.90 shipping. or Best Offer. aqualung legend First Stage, Second Stage, Octo, Gauge And Inflator Hose. $200.00. 0 bids.
Aqua Lung Scuba Regulators for sale | eBay
Where there's no moisture, there's no ice: The LEG3ND's integrated dry chamber keeps inner components clean and dry by isolating them from the outside environment Deep ribs create a large heat exchange surface area that helps to prevent ice forming on the mechanism (+30% vs Glacia / +70% vs Legend 2)
Scuba Regulator | Diving Regulator | LEG3ND - Aqua lung ...
Newsletter Signup. Stay up to date on new product releases, diving tips and stories from our diving community.
Owner's Manuals – Aqua Lung
Aqua Lung introduced the world to scuba diving in 1943. Since then, we have continuously worked to create the very best scuba gear for all levels of divers. Whatever you are looking for, Aqua Lung has you covered for all your scuba gear needs.
Scuba Gear | Official Aqua Lung Diving Gear - Aqua Lung
Aqua Lung's premier and iconic line of Legend regulators feature an overbalanced diaphragm designed to provide excellent breathing performance. The Legend range features premium engineering, with such features as Aqua Lungs, unique Auto-Closure Device (ACD). With the ACD, divers don't have to worry that water or silt will enter the first stage.
Aqua Lung Legend LX Regulator, Silver 129620 - LeisurePro
Product description To compliment the Legend regulator family, Aqua Lung created the Legend octopus. This high-visibility, yellow version of the Legend second stage is ideal to complete your system.
Amazon.com : Aqua Lung Legend Octo : Diving Octopuses ...
Shop Aqualung Scuba Diving Regulators by First Stage Type, HP Ports, Special Features, Price, Color & more. Browse Types - Diaphragm, Piston.
Aqualung Scuba Diving Regulators - Buy at LeisurePro
The new Aqua Lung Legend LX is smaller and lighter than the older models, providing a more comfortable dive. The balanced diaphragm first stage offers exceptional performance at any depth, cylinder pressure or condition and the added benefit of the environmental seal helps prevent cold conditions from affecting the first stage reliability.
Amazon.com : Aqua Lung Legend LX Regulator, (Closeout Sale ...
Aqua Lung is the name that introduced the world to scuba diving in 1943, when Jacques-Yves Cousteau and Émile Gagnan developed the first “aqua-lung” demand regulator. Little did they know, their work and their innovative scuba diving equipment would expand the very possibilities of underwater exploration.
Aqua Lung - Global - Aqua Lung Global - Personal Aquatic ...
The Aqualung Legendary Package offers a lifetime warranty on parts and adventure. Kit includes: LEG3RD GEN Regulator. LEG3RD GEN Octopus i300c 2-Gauge (Aqua Lung) Your choice of; Axiom i3, Dimension i3, Lotus i3 or Soul i3 *Please choose only one BCD in your options.
Aqualung Legendary Package. Buy in Canada
The Aqua Lung Legend shares the same features and performance as the Legend LUX and Legend LX with one notable exception. Instead of the MBS dual control valve, the Legend offers a venturi switch.
Amazon.com : Aqua Lung Legend - Yoke Regulator : Diving ...
At the centre of Tull’s unique sound is guitarist Martin Barre, who is renowned for his formidable mastery of historic riffs, power chords and soaring melodic solos. Martin is celebrating the 50th anniversary of the release of the iconic and legendary album Aqualung with a worldwide tour throughout 2021.
Jethro Tull's Martin Barre Aqualung 50th Anniversary Tour ...
Aqua Lung: Industry-Leading Scuba Regulators Aqua Lung has developed diving regulators built for new and experienced divers, as well as for a range of diving conditions. Our premier and iconic line of Legend regulators feature an overbalanced diaphragm designed to provide excellent breathing performance.
Legend LX - Aqua Lung Global - Personal Aquatic Equipment ...
The Legend LX Supreme makes up part of Aqua Lung's flagship line of regulators and shares the same specs and high performance of the Legend LUX with the exception of the LUX's pink gold finish. The Legend is particularly suited to cold water diving because of its oversized lip shield that helps keep the diver's lips warm.
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